" We give a new definition of image clutter metric. " Propose a structural difference based image clutter metric. " The metric improves the precision of targeting performance prediction models. " Including: detection probability, false alarm probability and search time. 
Introduction
Optoelectronic image clutter quantification is widely studied in the field of photoelectric imaging system performance prediction. Image clutter metrics can be used to establish target acquisition (TA) performance prediction models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and also be helpful for developing correcting models [6] [7] [8] [9] of the existing photoelectric imaging system performance prediction models [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In 2001, Wilson [4] proposed a target acquisition performance predicting model.
where X are different kinds of image clutter metrics, X 50 is a clutter metric value when target detection probability is equal to 50%, and E, X 50 are preparative optimization constants. Overview on the development course of photoelectric imaging system performance prediction models shows that Johnson criteria [10] , night vision laboratory static performance model (NVL model) [11] , FLIR'92 thermal imaging systems performance model (FLIR92 model) [12] , night vision thermal imaging systems performance model (NVTherm model) [13, 14] , and the targeting task performance (TTP) metric (NVThermIP model) [15, 16] are special cases of the predicting model (Eq. (1)). All the models quantify the effects of background environment, atmospheric radiation transfer, and imaging sensors on the target acquisition performance in changing X, and optimize both X 50 and E by experience. How to improve the accuracy of the target acquisition performance predicting model (Eq. (1))? It can be concretely summarized as accurate and effective quantification of the image clutter.
The existing global clutter metrics based on human visual perception can be roughly divided into two kinds: (1) the metrics based on mathematical definitions, such as, statistical variance metric (SV) [17] and silk' statistical variance metric (SSV) [18] ; and (2) the metrics based on perceptual properties of the human visual system (HVS), such as, probability of edge (POE) metric [19] , entropy of edge (EOE) metric [20] , strength of edge (SOE) metric [20] , peak signal (PS) metric [21] texture image clutter (TIC) metric [22] and co-occurrence matrix (COM) metric [23] , target structural similarity metric (TTSIM) [24] , structural metric (SM) [2] and the recently proposed feature-difference-based metric (FD) [1] . Statistical variance metric (SV) proposed by Schmieder and Weathersby in 1983 is the earliest image clutter metric. SV is easy to be calculated and suitable for most natural scenes, but could not quantify the complex clutter image accurately [25, 26] . Silk proposed an improved metric (SSV) of SV by fully considering the difference between every pixel and its neighborhood region through the whole clutter image. However, because of the size choosing problem, the result of SSV is uncertain. POE, EOE, SOE and PS are proposed based on the sensitivity of the HVS to the areas with high contrast. POE, EOE, and SOE are the number, entropy and strength of the edges satisfying threshold condition, respectively. Because of the threshold choosing problem in different clutter images, POE, EOE, and SOE from different observers are not comparable. PS is the ratio of peak signal in every region to its background signal. Because of defining admissible deviation and the smallest size of cluster, PS has severe uncertainty. TIC and COM are based on the sensitivity of the HVS to image texture. This kind of metric finds regions similar to target by means of image texture feature, and calculates co-occurrence matrix image of the original image according to empirical formula. Number of the pixels satisfying threshold condition is counted as a clutter metric. TIC and COM are only used to calculate the clutter image in which target has remarkable texture distribution. Because of calculating co-occurrence matrix many times, TIC and COM have high complexity and also have the problem of choosing threshold. TTSIM and SM are based on the sensitivity of the HVS to image structure. The structural similarity index [27, 28] in the field of image quality assessment was firstly introduced in quantifying image clutter and modified as TTSIM. In [2] , after analyzing the correlation between three parts of the TTSIM and target acquisition performance respectively, the author pointed out that structural part was well correlated with target acquisition performance and put forward SM. TTSIM and SM do not have the problem of choosing threshold. They are easy to be calculated and the results are unique. However, just using mean value, standard deviation and covariance, like SV, TSSIM and SM can not quantify the complex clutter image accurately. The FD metric [1] was proposed based on the sensitivity of the HVS to image features. The low-level image features were divided into two complementary features that were a phase congruency feature and a directional contrast feature, and then two M-relative distances [43, 44] were introduced to calculate the feature difference between the target and clutter images. FD was proved to be strongly correlated with target acquisition performance [33, 34] .
Previous clutter metrics were proposed based on that the clutter was just a perceptual effect [45] , while [30] [31] [32] show that clutter should also be identified as a cognitive effect. In this paper, we define image clutter metric as quantifying the difference of clutterto-target [29] in the image feature space which fully embodies brain cognitive [30] [31] [32] and human visual perceptual [27, 28, 32] characteristics. Based on the given definition of image clutter metric, we propose a BSD metric. Based on the BSD metric, we indirectly put forward three target acquisition performance predicting models including: target detection probability predicting model, target false alarm probability predicting model, and target search time predicting model. In predicting the target acquisition performance of field tests [33, 34] , pearson linear correlation coefficients of the three predicting models are up to 0.879, 0.847 and 0.881, respectively, and root mean square errors are just 0.0554, 0.0503 and 2.2868 s, respectively.
Definition of the new image clutter metric
In the given definition of the new image clutter metric, brain cognition [30] [31] [32] and human visual perception [27, 28, 32] , are mainly used to simulate the information acquiring process of observers from a scene. Because the acquisition performances of different targets in the same background clutter are different, an image clutter metric should have the relative characteristics [29] . In view of the target acquisition performance curve [4] , the bigger the difference between target and background clutter has, the bigger the target acquisition performance is, so we define image clutter metric as quantization of the difference between the target and clutter images.
Structural similarity measure of the target and clutter images
Under the assumption that human visual perception is highly adapted for extracting structural information from a scene, Wang et al. [27, 28] developed a structural similarity index for image quality assessment in 2002. The structural similarity index is widely accepted by the researchers in the field of image quality assessment.
Considering the high adaptability of the human visual perception to image structural information, we define a structural similarity measure of the target T and clutter C images according to the structural similarity index. The structural similarity measure SSM(T, C) (Eq. (2)) has three components: luminance comparison l(T, C), contrast comparison c(T, C) and structure comparison s(T, C). lðT; CÞ ¼ ð2l
where e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 are the constants to avoid denominators being zero. Combining Eqs. (3), (4), (5), and (2), and letting
we can obtain the structural similarity measure of the target T and clutter C images in the following expression:
SSMðT;
In [23] , the author simplified Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), and defined as target structural similarity (TSSIM) clutter metric.
The structural similarity measure, as in Eq. (6), strictly assesses the consistency of the target and clutter signals from three different aspects: luminance comparison l measures the direct current of the two image signals, contrast comparison c measures the alternating current of the two image signals, and structure comparison s measures the synchronization of the two image signals.
Similar to the TSSIM [24] metrics, we introduce the structural similarity index [27, 28] to calculate structural similarity measure of the target T and clutter C images, however we measure the local similarity between the two images and obtain a structural similar-ity map (Fig. 1c) , while the TSSIM metric measures the whole similarity between the two images and obtain a number.
Information content weight measure
Visual attention is high correlated to the saliency of image regions [35, 36] . More visual attention will be attracted to the image region with more information content [37] . Based on the brain cognitive information extracting model [30, 31] , we develop an information content weight measure.
Psychophysical experiments shows that brain could ideally extract cognitive information [30, 31] from the output of the HVS. On the basis of the theory, Sheikh et al. [30, 31] proposed a brain cognitive model (Fig. 2 ) in 2006. In the model, brain cognitive information was defined as the mutual information (Fig. 2) between system input and output. We define the brain cognitive information from target image T as the information content weight measure (Eq. (15)). The concrete deduction of the information content weight measure is as follows.
Sheikh approached the HVS as a 'distortion channel'. As a matter of analytical and computational simplicity, all sources of HVS uncertainty were lumped into one additive noise component N and called 'visual noise'. In the model, covariance matrix of N is C N ¼ r 2 N I, and T and N are mutually independent. Therefore, the output P of the HVS can be expressed:
Then we obtain the information content weight measure ICW:
ICW ¼ IðT; PÞ ¼ HðPÞ À HðPjTÞ ¼ HðPÞ À HðNÞ ð 9Þ
In Appendix prove that information entropy of a K dimensional Gaussian distribution S with covariance matrix R is HðSÞ ¼ 1 2 logðð2peÞ K jRjÞ. We assume that image P is a K dimensional Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix C P , and then information content weight measure ICW can be expressed:
N IjÞ ð10Þ
In order to satisfy the condition that P is n dimensional Gaussian distribution, we model target image T as a Gaussian scale mixture (GSM) [38] , as in Eq. (11) . GSM has found to be a powerful model to capture regular and non-Gaussian features of natural images.
where ¼ d denotes equality in distribution, z P 0 is a mixing multiplier, U is a Gaussian random vector distributed as N(0, C U ), and U is independent of z. Then the covariance matrix C T of target image T can be expressed:
with Eq. (8), we can derive the covariance matrix C P of image P:
C U can be factored as C U = QKQ T by applying an eigenvalue decomposition, where Q is an orthonormal matrix, and K is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues k n , n = 1,. . . , K. Eq. (13) can then be expressed as:
Plug this into Eq. (10), we obtain information content weight measure ICW:
We apply Laplacian pyramid [39] to decompose the target and clutter images. For the GSM model, estimation of the covariance matrix C U [38] (Eq. (16)) is from 3 Â 3 spatial neighborhood wavelet coefficients of the target image, and z 2 (Eq. (17)) can be estimated using a maximum likelihood estimator [40] . r N needs to be estimated by experience, and is set to be 0.4 original from the brain cognitive information extracting model [30, 31] .
where T i is wavelet coefficient vectors from the corresponding blocks centered at coefficient i in the subbands of the target images, and m is the number of blocks in the subbands.
Definition of the structural difference based image clutter metric (BSD)
In calculating the structural difference based image clutter, we also consider another perceptual characteristic of the HVS: multichannel [41] . We apply Laplacian pyramid [39] to decompose the target and clutter images, use the proposed information content weight measure to pool the structural similarity measure in different scales, and then derive the BSD metric:
where scale_n is the number of scales, SSM ji , ICW ji are the structural similarity measure and the information content weight measure of the blocks centered at coefficient i in the jth subband respectively, b i [42] is the weight given to the jth scale, the fist to fifth of which are given as {b 1 [33,34], we set scale_n = 3. Clutter metric of the whole image can be defined as mean value or root mean square (RMS):
where l is the number of the clutter blocks. In the expression of the structural difference based image clutter metric with brain cognitive model constraint, as in Eq. (18), properties of human visual perception and brain cognition are embodied in the definitions of the structural similarity measure and the information content weight measure, respectively. 'relativity' is manifested in two aspects: (1) the structural similarity measure quantifies the similarity of the clutter to target images; and (2) the salience information of the target image is used as a information content weight measure to pool the structural similarity of the clutter and target images. Finally, subtraction operation indicates that the proposed clutter metric measure the difference of the target and clutter images.
Experimental verification and result analysis
Similar to [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 24] , the Search_2 image database [33, 34] is used to assess the performance of the structural difference based image clutter metric. We use 39 original Search_2 images with only one search target and converted them to grayscale, but not reduced their resolution. The evaluated clutter metrics include the recently proposed target structural similarity metric (TSSIM) [24] denoted by C SS , feature difference metric (FD) [1] denoted by C FD , and the proposed structural difference based image clutter metric with brain cognitive model constraints (BSD) denoted by C BSD . The adopted performance assessment measures contain: root mean square (RMS) error denoted by 4, Pearson Linear correlation coefficient denoted by r p , Spearman's rank correlation coefficient denoted by r s , and Kendall's rank correlation coefficient denoted by r k .
Target detection probability predicting model [1] [2] [3] [4] (Eq. (21)), target false alarm probability predicting model [1, 5] (Eq. (22)) and target search time predicting model [1] [2] [3] 5] (Eq. (23)) are as follows:
where C are different kinds of clutter metrics, A = 0.998 [1, 5] is the total detection probability of each image in the Search_2 database, C 50 is a clutter metric value when target detection probability is equal to 50%, and E, C 50 , x, and y are preparative optimization constants which can be obtained by least square regression. Eq. (7) was adopted to calculate C ss and C BSD , and e 1 was set to be 0.2.
The different image clutter metrics, detection probability, false alarm rate and search time of each image in the Search_2 database are showed in Table 1 . The results of error analysis and correlation test on detection probability, false alarm probability and search time are listed in Tables 2-4 , respectively. Figs. 3-5 show fitting curves of detection probability, false alarm probability and search time versus the evaluated clutter metrics, respectively.
From Figs. 3-5, we can find that C BSD and C FD are much better than C SS in consistency with the three kinds of target acquisition performance of the observers including detection probability, false alarm probability and search time, respectively. From Tables 2-4, both correlation coefficients and root mean square error show that C BSD and C FD correlate well to the detection probability, false alarm probability and search time of the observers in the Search_2 database. Those can be explained that C BSD and C FD improve the precision of target detection probability prediction model (Eq. (21)), target false alarm probability prediction model (Eq. (22)) and target search time prediction model (Eq. (23)). For each evaluation metric in each test, we highlight the best two results with boldface in Tables 2-4, respectively. From Tables 2 and 4 , we can find that all kinds of correlation coefficients and the RMS of C BSD are better than and C FD in predicting target detection probability and search time. The Table 3 shows that, in predicting false alarm probability, the correlation coefficients r p and r s of C BSD are bigger than C SS and C FD , while the RMS and r p are bigger than C FD . C BSD identifies clutter as both perceptual and cognitive effects and defines an information content weight measure according to the widely accepted brain cognitive information extracting model. Both C SS and C BSD introduce the structural similarity index, while C SS obtains a structural similarity number of the whole target and clutter images, however, C BSD obtain a structural similarity map and weighted by the information content weight measure. Compared with C SS from Tables 2-4 and Figs. 3-5, we can find that the information content weight measure is effective. Although C FD takes clutter as a perceptual effect, the saliency weight measure in C FD can be thought as a kind of measure to quantify the cognitive effects, therefore, the C FD is also to measure the perceptual and cognitive effects of the image clutter.
The images in the Search_2 database are high-resolution digital images of different complex natural scenes. The size of the images is 6144 Â 4096. The biggest size of the target blocks involved in the verification test is 840 Â 414, so metric C SS cannot quantify the clutter images accurately just using mean value, standard deviation and covariance of the whole image. As can be seen from Tables  2-4 , there is a significant difference between actual target acquisition performances and the prediction performances based on C SS . Figs. 3-5a show plots of C SS versus actual target acquisition performances including detection probability, false alarm probability and search time, respectively. We can see many actual performance values deviate from the prediction curves based on C SS .
Conclusion
In this paper, we define optoelectronic image clutter metric, put forward an information content weight measure, and finally propose a structural difference based image clutter metric with brain cognitive model constraints (BSD).
The BSD metric improves the accuracy of the target acquisition performance predicting model, target false alarm probability prediction model and target search time prediction model. The three prediction models have good precisions in predicting the psychophysical experimental results of observers in the Search_2 dataset. Pearson linear correlation coefficients of the three predicting models are up to 0.879, 0.847 and 0.881, respectively, and root mean square errors are just 0.0554, 0.0503 and 2.2868 s, respectively. Based on the BSD metric and three BSD-based targeting performance prediction models, we are continuing efforts into establishing HVS based target acquisition performance system model to guide the optimization design of optoelectronic imaging systems on physical level.
